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Multi-cultural Input - Foreign Language 
Keyboards

Different country-specific layouts available in short 
or long travel technologies.

Description 

 

Applications:

All membrane keyboards of KFT and GFK series as well as different long travel 
keyboards are now available as bilingual versions.

Wheter arabian or cyrillic, latin or US - the keyboards are provided with the 
complete set of symbols and characters of the appropriate language. The long 
travel keyboards are especially useful for applications in international 
companies as well as for typing pools and for bilingual inputs. The membrane 
keyboards are specifically designed for demanding industrial environments.

Specials:

●     The arrangement of the characters is based on the layout of the 
standard keyboard of the desired language.

●     The keyboards are available for both unilingual or bilingual input.
●     The membrane keyboards can be delivered optionally with Touchpad 

or optical Trackball. They offer waterproof input in accordance with 
IP68.

●     The language of the keyboard can easily be switched over by the 
system manager of your computer.

●     The keyboards are equipped with PS/2 or USB (with adapter) 
connection.

Here are the country-specific keyboards available:

DE - German
AR- Arabian
BE - Belgian
CH - Swiss
DK - Danish
ES - Spanish
EU - US-english 
FR - French
GB - UK-english
IT - Italian
NL - Dutch
NO - Norwegian
PL - Polish
RB - US-English/Cyrillic
RD - German/Cyrillic
SF - Swedish/Finnish
SL - Slovenian
TS - Czech
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Further information as well as technical details concerning country-specific long 
travel keyboards are here: KSC Keyboards 

Information concerning country-specific membrane keyboards are as follows: 
GFK-97 Country-specific membrane keyboards

KFT-Series

Order No. Article

KK1250 Cherry G84-4400-LPBRC computer grey, PS/2, US - China 

KV1152 KVS-105-Tisch-PS2-CH PS/2 interface, swiss layout  

KW2092 KWD-102W-Deutsch/Kyrillisch PS/2 interface Deutsch/Kyrillisch 

KV1247 KVS-66-F-PT-PS/2 PS/2 interface, portugisisch 
layout 

KV1161 KVS-65-Edelstahltrackball-PS/2-
HU

PS/2 interface, Hungarian layout  

KF1221 GFK-97-Touch-RT-PS2-Franz 2xPS/2 interfaces, french layout 

KW1202 GTL-105-IP65-Pl PS/2 and AT, Poland 

KW2094 KWD-86-Black-PS2-F PS/2 interface, german layout 

 

Links

Click! Titel

 

KSC language keyboard 
The language keyboard is available with different country-
specific keyboard layouts.  

 

PI 068 - 10/28/2004 Bilingual Input 
Dual Language Membrane Keyboards 

 

KWD-85 Silicone Keyboard as Frontpanel version 
Frontpanel version with integrated touchpad or trackball in 
IP65 on front 

 

KWD-85 Silicone Keyboard as Frontpanel version 
Frontpanel version with integrated touchpad or trackball in 
IP65 on front 

 

GFK-97-Trackball Table top housing 
Durable, intelligent membrane keyboard in table top housing 
with IP-65 trackball, supports different interfaces. 

 

KFT-104/105 Front Panel Version with Touchpad or 
Trackball 
Foil covered keyboard with 105 short travel keys and 
integrated touchpad or trackball, IP65 from front side 
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